F R E E S TA N D I N G W O O D F I R E S
URBAN LIVING
Properties under 2 hectares
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testimonials
“We live in Christchurch and this is our third
season with a Contessa woodfire. This fire is

“Our new fire is sending out great heat and
our water is hotter compared to our old
logaire built-in woodburner.”

“I love my Lady Kitchener – it’s got character
and performs well. Great design. I love the
self-cleaning glass idea.”

amount of heat this fire produces. I thought

t & d.r. - christchurch

k a-r. - kaiapoi

the time of installation, but with very hot

“I wouldn’t have considered any other make
of fire for getting through a Christchurch
winter.”
c. b. - christchurch

“My job is a Building Control Officer for the
Council and I have inspected many makes of
fires, and have found these to be the best on
the market today.”

“We are very pleased with our Contessa
Urban. Efficient and comforting.”

“The best fire ever!”

nothing short of brilliant. I can’t believe the

the special hearth required was an overkill at
knees when reloading wood I can understand

why standard concrete was not up to the chore.
Well done Hewitsons, this is one hell of a fire

and we are very impressed with it. Many thanks
for a very fine product.”
r.h. - christchurch

s.f. - marton

r.j.b. - hastings

p.p. - christchurch

“Very satisfied, fire has exceeded our

expectations for heat output and looks great.”

“We love the Lady Kitchener, it produces
great heat for our house.”

“We started our fire yesterday. The heat it
puts out is amazing. We are very happy!”

a.d. - alexandra

m & m.w. - christchurch

s - alexandra

new zealanders 		
love their firenzos
Many of our customers become 			
life-long Firenzo buyers.

“I love my Firenzo. I’ve tried others 			
and nothing stands the test of time
and generates heat like a Firenzo.”
aaron walker

a reputation for quality
Firenzo is proudly family owned and run by
founder Peter Hewitson since 1974.

The Firenzo difference:

Firenzo hand-assembled woodfires are renowned
for their excellent design and lasting quality.

• It’s easy to tailor the look to suit your home
with the comprehensive range plus door,
tiling and base options

Because our fires have always been clean burning
and efficient, they required no significant changes
to meet the stringent new NES regulations.

• Each fire is New Zealand made, hand
assembled and meticulously checked
before leaving the factory

it’s simple: an efficient fire not only releases
fewer emissions, it produces more heat.

• Our fires are built to last using cast iron
tops and steel firebox, double lined with
quality kiln bricks and ceramic casing

why choose a firenzo?
• Legendary lasting quality
• Tailor the look to suit your home
• Designed to heat a whole house,
not just a room

• Produces dry, healthy heat
• Can provide substantial hot water on
models with hot water heater fitted

• Unlike a pellet fire, does not need
electricity to run

• The excellent heat-retention properties
of the fully lined firebox ensures your
fire continues to radiate gentle heat
long after the fire itself has
burnt out

• New Zealand made
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myth busting

carbon neutral

• perception:

During their lifetime,
trees absorb carbon
dioxide & produce
oxygen.

Woodfires are environmentally
damaging.

> reality:
Wood is a carbon neutral fuel and
the world's best sustainable fuel
source. Burning wood efficiently
produces very few harmful
emissions.

• perception:

A woodfire is expensive to run.

> reality:
In fact a woodfire is the cheapest
form of heating.

• perception:

Woodfires are not energy
efficient.

> reality:
Our new-generation wood burners
are extremely energy efficient.
Our Urban & AG (Air Guard)
models are MFE approved and the
AG models also meet or surpass
the strict ECan requirements.
NES (National Environment Standards) 1.5gm emissions,
65% efficient as required by MFE (Ministry for
Environment).
ECan (Environment Canterbury) like some other Councils,
require 1.0gm, 65% efficient.
Please check with your Council for your local
requirements.

1    When burnt as

firewood a tree
releases the same
amount of CO2 as it
has absorbed during
it’s life.

better for
your home,
better for the
environment
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Highly efficient Firenzo woodfires

Woodfire facts:

conscious heating choice.

• Wood is a natural, carbon-neutral heat source;
effectively, stored solar energy.

are an excellent environmentallyThanks to the innovation of our
original designs, the quality of

components and the standard of

assembly, only very minor design
modifications were required
to meet even the strictest

regulations that now apply in
some urban areas.

A tree as a fuel source
in an efficient woodfire
emits no more
CO2 than it would
decomposing in
the forest.

• Burning wood efficiently and cleanly is a great
environmentally aware way to heat your home.
It releases fewer emissions, produces more heat
and uses less fuel than other heating systems.
• The key to low emissions is to burn the wood
completely, meaning the expelled air is carbon dioxide
neutral. Our fires are up to 85% efficient.

tiling options

tailor to suit
your home
Unlike many other
heating options such
as heat pumps, Firenzo
woodfires can be
customised to suit
your décor.

rail & nut colours

Black, silver or gold rails and
nuts are available.

large decor tiles
A one piece fitting,
giving your fire a smooth
streamlined finish.

Please note: not all of these
options are available on every
model, check the following pages
for individual model options.

build your firenzo

Choose from our tiling
options or supply your own to
match your decor.

• Range of ten colours

hot water heater

3kw hot water heater available
depending on model.
Firenzo’s unique position of the
hot water heater unit in the
upper firebox chamber utilises
the high temperature secondary
gases thereby giving superior
water heating efficiency. Room
heating energy is not being
wasted to heat cold water.

• Can be easily changed to
suit new decor

small decor tiles
A patterned design to give
a traditional look.
• Range of three colours
• Can be easily changed to
suit new decor

OPTIONAL EXTRA
base options
outside air adaptor

Feeds outside air directly into the
firebox. Increases efficiency and
prevents air supply difficulties
in newer homes, and where
ventilation systems are present.

Pedestal base, legs or ash
drawer options are available
on Lady Kitchener, Contessa
and Bronte.
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encore ag
The Encore AG woodfire has been designed
with the urban chic in mind. For the modern
smaller home its sleek design and elegant
styling will enhance your décor.
Give your style a soul with a new
Encore woodfire.
No hot water option.

encore ag features

•	Suitable for homes up to 160 square metres
• Black firebox with selection of tiles for side
• Decorative steel top
• Multi-purpose drawer
• ECan and MFE approved
• It also complies where Councils only
permit fires 0.7g/kg or under
(good news for Central Otago)
• 10 year warranty
• Estimated peak output 18kw

options

1. Outside air
adaptor

2. Tiles: large

We strongly recommend using an outside air adaptor for new and well insulated homes.

stylish design with
proven performance

encore
urban wet
The Encore Urban has been designed with
a Spirex™ Wetback in the second chamber
of the firebox to utilise the secondary gases
before they go up the flue. It has the same
firebox as the cleaner burning Encore AG and
can be installed in areas that only have to
meet MFE requirements.

proven performance
now with wetback

encore urban wet features
• 3kw Spirex™ Wetback

• Suitable for homes up to 160 square metres
• Black firebox with selection of tiles for side
• Decorative steel top

• Multi-purpose drawer
• MFE approved

• 10 year warranty

• Estimated peak output 18kw

options

1. Outside air
adaptor

2. Tiles: large

We strongly recommend using an outside air adaptor for new and well insulated homes.
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viking ag
Adding to our new range of European styled
woodfires, we introduce the Viking.
Underneath this sleek modern exterior lies
the tried and tested beating heart of a Lady
Kitchener engine. Years of proven performance
and outstanding efficiency now captured in a
stylish design fit for the 21st century home.
Add our efficient hot water heater and save on
your power bill.

viking ag features

•	Suitable for large homes over
150 square metres
• ECan and MFE approved

• Decorative steel top covering cast iron plates
• Multi purpose drawer
• 10 year warranty

• Estimated peak output 23kw

options
PROVEN PERFORMANCE
1. 3kw hot water
2. Outside air
3. Tiles: large
heater		 adaptor				
We strongly recommend using an outside air adaptor for new and well insulated homes.

with modern
elegant lines

lady
kitchener
ag/urban
Very efficient north/south (deep, not wide)
configuration with large surface area makes
this fire ideal for larger homes. Cooktop and
the option of a generous 3kw hot water heater
means you’re ready for the longest winter.
The Lady Kitchener AG is our CLEANEST
BURNING fire. Not only is it ECan approved,
it also complies where councils only permit
fires under 0.7g/kg.

lady kitchener features
• Suitable for large homes over
150 square metres
• MFE approved (Urban model)

• ECan and MFE approved (AG model)

• Cast iron top plate suitable for cooking
• 10 year warranty

• Estimated peak output 23kw

FIRENZO’S FIRST

options

and still a top seller

1. Gold, black or
2. Pedestal base, 3. Tiles: large or
4. 3kw hot water 5. Outside air
silver rails		 legs or ash		 small decor		 heater		 adaptor
and nuts		 drawer				
We strongly recommend using an outside air adaptor for new and well insulated homes.
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contessa
ag/urban

WIDER FRONT
for greater ambience

East/west (wide, not deep) configuration
means this fire doesn’t intrude into the
room and has a wider view of the fire. A
generous fire for big homes with plenty of
customisation options.
The Contessa AG has a hot water heater
option situated in the second chamber of the
firebox, which adds to the efficiency.

contessa features

• Suitable for large homes over
150 square metres
• MFE approved (Urban model)

• ECan and MFE approved (AG model)

• Cast iron top plate suitable for cooking
• 10 year warranty

• Estimated peak output 23kw

options

1. Gold, black or
2. Pedestal base, 3. Tiles: large or
4. 3kw hot water 5. Outside air
silver rails		 legs or ash		 small decor		 heater (AG only)		 adaptor
			 drawer				
We strongly recommend using an outside air adaptor for new and well insulated homes.

6. Hot top grill

bronte ag

SMALLER COUSIN
to the contessa

A smaller cousin to the Contessa Urban, the
east/west (wide, not deep) configuration
gives you a generous view of the fire. Suitable
for average-sized homes with plenty of
options to customise to your décor.
No hot water heater option.

bronte features

• Suitable for homes up to 150 square metres
• ECan and MFE approved

• Cast iron top plate suitable for cooking
• 10 year warranty

• Estimated peak output 18kw

options

1. Gold, black or
2. Pedestal base, 3. Tiles: large or
4. Outside air
silver rails		 legs or ash		 small decor		 adaptor
			 drawer				
We strongly recommend using an outside air adaptor for new and well insulated homes.
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tile choice

trim choice

top suitable
for cooking

mfe authorised

ecan authorised
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contessa ag		
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contessa urban		
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encore ag
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encore urban
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lady kitchener ag		
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lady kitchener urban		
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viking ag		
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coal

bronte ag

large home

fire name

medium home

base choice

firenzo 10 year warranty

small home

hot water heater

so now it’s time to choose
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*MFE standards require 1.5gm emissions, 65% efficiency (Urban Fires) whereas ECan require 1.0gm 65% efficiency (AG Fires).
When choosing your fire, besides the size of your house, you also need to consider such things as: how well is my house insulated; do I have curtains, carpet;
does the house get warm from the sun? This will help you in your decision. Firenzo have the right size fire for any home.
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Firenzo Woodfires’ Warranties as at 1st May 2015
Hewitsons Limited (company number 569753)
with a specified address of 98 Niven Street,
Onekawa, Napier and trading as Firenzo
Woodfires (Firenzo) gives:
• a ten (10) year warranty but ONLY for
the steel firebox, fascias and cast iron
components of all Firenzo wood fires.
• a one (1) year warranty for all other parts
and finishes of a Firenzo wood fire including
its refractory linings, glass, air supply
components, wetback, seals, tapes and  
extrusions.
The warranty periods commence on the original
date of sale of the relevant Firenzo wood fire to
a consumer.
The warranties are given in respect of any
defects in the specified Firenzo materials and
workmanship that render the components unfit
for normal domestic use.
For the full Warranties Statement refer to the
Installation & Operators Instructions that come
with the wood fire or visit the Firenzo website at
www.firenzo.co.nz

TILE SELECTIONS
Customize your fire to suit your decor

ANTIQUE COPPER

CAST

• Large tile - fits all fires

• Large tile - fits all fires

LATTE

LIGHTNING

• Large tile - fits all fires

• Large tile - fits all fires

CHARCOAL

• Large tile - fits all fires

STEELY GREY

• Large tile - fits Bronte,
Lady Kitchener & Contessa

RED

• Small tile - fits Bronte,
Lady Kitchener & Contessa

STEELY BLUE

• Large tile - fits Bronte,
Lady Kitchener & Contessa

MATT BLACK

• Large tile - fits all fires
• Small tile - fits Bronte,
Lady Kitchener & Contessa

POLISHED BLACK

• Large tile - fits all fires

Whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of colours represented in this catalogue, they should be used as a guide only.
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installation clearances for freestanding woodfires in urban areas
		

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

K

L

M

N

O

floor
protector
note
number

water
heating
optional
extra

bronte top outlet ag
pedestal & drawer base		 100

250

435

100

50

230

555

355

810

1000

1295

1170

770

630

2

leg base		 100

250

300

100

50

230

555

355

810

865

1210

1080

635

630

2

contessa ag *clearances a, f and k can be reduced by 30mm provided a contessa cooktop grill is fitted to the fire
pedestal & drawer base		 130*

280

420

110

100

260*

600

420

860

1055*

1380

1200

795

600

2

leg base		 130*

280

350

110

100

260*

600

420

860

985*

1310

1130

725

600

2

3kw hot water
heater

contessa urban *clearances a, f and k can be reduced by 30mm provided a contessa cooktop grill is fitted to the fire
pedestal & drawer base		 130*

280

420

110

100

260*

600

420

860

1055*

1380

1200

795

600

2

leg base		 130*

280

350

110

100

260*

600

420

860

985*

1310

1130

725

600

3

encore ag & encore urban wet *clearance c specifically shown from the base drawer front
drawer base		

110

245

250*

100

100

275

545

428

800

840

1170

970

565

500

3

pedestal & drawer base		 100

385

470

100

150

270

640

450

710

1220

1590

1340

950

540

2

leg base		 100

385

300

100

150

270

640

450

710

1050

1420

1200

780

540

2

pedestal & drawer base		 100

240

300

100

95

270

495

395

710

1050

1365

1145

780

540

2

leg base		 100

240

300

100

95

270

495

395

710

1050

1365

1145

780

540

3

320

300

120

50

260

590

350

780

1040

1280

1060

780

410

3

3kw hot water
heater - urban
model

lady kitchener ag
3kw hot water
heater

lady kitchener urban
3kw hot water
heater

viking ag
drawer base		 100

notes:

3kw hot water
heater

1 > Refer to owner’s manual for complete installation instructions and ensure compliance with building codes and regulations.
2 > Fires with a ‘2’ require an insulated floor protector to the requirements of AS/NZS 2918:2001. Measurements shown are for a 40mm insulated floor protector.
3 > Fires noted ‘3’ require an ash floor protector to AS/NZS 2918:2001.
4 > To gain more efficiency, we recommend installing an ‘Energy Saver’ flue system that reduces heat loss by up to 40%, acts as a fire stop and reduces wind and traffic noise.
5 > Not all fires are available in some areas. Please refer to your local dealer.
6 > The product dimensions and specifications in this brochure apply at the date of print.
Under our policy of continuous product improvement, Hewitsons reserves the right to alter specifications or product from that shown.

all clearances are with flue pipe shield
and are to a heat sensitive material
Clearances are in accordance with the
requirements of AS/NZS 2918:2001

dimensions and specifications for freestanding woodfires for properties under 2 hectares
bronte top outlet ag
heating area

150sqm*

flue size

150mm

firebox size height

330mm

width

410mm

depth

300mm

encore urban wet

130

610

465

660

heating area

160sqm*

hot water output

3kw

hot water tapings

1” BSP

flue size

150mm

*on legs add 70mm to vertical height
130

contessa ag
200sqm*

hot water output

3kw

hot water tapings

1” BSP

flue size

150mm

firebox size height

340mm

width

460mm

depth

370mm

505

638

625

710

150mm

firebox size height

340mm

width

460mm

depth

370mm

505

heating area

160sqm*

638

710

flue size

150mm

525

600

480

firebox size
height

332mm

width

412mm

depth

330m

332mm

width

412mm

depth

330m

200sqm*

hot water output

3kw

hot water tapings

1” BSP

flue size

150mm

firebox size height

340mm

width

320mm

depth

500mm

120
170

680

earthquake restraint

*on legs add 70mm to vertical height
650

170
510

710

625

160

200sqm*

flue size

150mm

hot water output

3kw

hot water tapings

1” BSP

firebox size height

340mm

width

320mm

depth

500mm

545

285
395

625

540

670

heating area

790

depth of drawer inside
measurement 100mm

viking ag

130

435

encore ag

845

877
725

285
645

175

165

200sqm*

height

heating area

525

435

*on legs add 70mm to vertical height

flue size

50

lady kitchener urban & ag

50 140
FR

contessa urban
heating area

600

firebox size

480
390
*on legs add 70mm to vertical height

heating area

480

165

urban and ag fires are clean air approved

845

790

depth of drawer inside
measurement 100mm
earthquake restraint

Urban fires meet MFE (Ministry for Environment) Standards, AG (Air Guard) meet MFE and ECan (Environment Canterbury) Standards.
Measurements shown are for units on a Pedestal or Drawer base. For the Lady Kitchener, Contessa and Bronte Top Outlet on legs add 70mm to vertical heights given.
*200sqm = 3 to 4 bedroom home, 150sqm = 2 to 3 bedroom home (estimated for a fully insulated house with 2.4m high stud, situated in average climate conditions).
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firenzo warranties
Firenzo Woodfires’ Warranties as at 29th May 2015
Hewitsons Limited (company number 569753) with a specified address of 98 Niven Street, Onekawa, Napier and trading as Firenzo Woodfires (Firenzo) gives:
• a ten (10) year warranty but ONLY for the steel firebox, fascias and cast iron components of all Firenzo wood fires;
• a one (1) year warranty for all other parts and finishes of a Firenzo wood fire including its refractory linings, glass, air supply components, wetback, seals, tapes, 			
and extrusions.

The warranties are given in respect of any defects in the specified Firenzo materials and workmanship that render the components unfit for normal domestic use.
For the full Warranties Statement refer to the Installation & Operators Instructions that come with the wood fire or visit the Firenzo website at www.firenzo.co.nz

another great reason to choose firenzo

firenzo fires are manufactured by hewitsons ltd
Phone 06 843 8260 • Fax 06 843 0505 • 98 Niven Street • Onekawa • Napier 4110
PO Box 3231 • HB Mail Centre • Napier 4142 • hothouse@firenzo.co.nz • www.firenzo.co.nz

HEWT9657 URBAN FEBRUARY 2017

The warranty periods commence on the original date of sale of the relevant Firenzo wood fire to a consumer.

